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The advertisement carefully uses sex appeal, making it attractive for both men and women. In this treatise I
will try to explain the importance and intent behind the different techniques used to sway the reader to buy the
product. Although the main focus of the magazine is collectible card games, Top Deck attempts to also appeal
to the other interests of collectible card gamers Talking freely about many private health problems is no longer
taboo. For example a book can tell us about pollution. More and more complains are being expressed since
large corporations started war of adds. Gender codes are imaginary rules of how males and females should live
and are created within America by the media such as TV shows, movies, billboards, magazines, and
advertisements. The use for the advertisement is so businesses can launch their names and products as much as
possible, since more and more businesses are in competition against each other. It seems like the white
American culture is ethnocentric and limits the amount of appearances of other races in the media. Other
examples of media are television, newspapers, radios, billboards and computers It is these tactics that
companies use to first grab your attention This is important because it does not rely on the attractiveness of the
model and the setting, but on sensational, emotional responses presenting how perfect men should translate
into the reality the ideal image of who a man should be and what he should smell like to attract a wider
audience. Advertisements are omnipotent and, similar to bothersome siblings, they are constantly reminding
you that they exist. Round up the arguments made in the essay â€” do not make any original arguments in the
conclusion. This is achieved, in many cases, by the use of a comedic image or phrase. Placing the lip gloss in
Seventeen magazine promotes that it is affordable and unique, two product characteristics that Seventeen
magazine is known for. Its content features well known celebrities, use of bright and flashy colors, and an
organized layout that attracts an upbeat, young readership interested in high-quality appearance and style. This
is doing immature adult females feel the demand to eat less, or possibly non eat at all. The advert for
Demestos I have chosen to analyse uses a young male model Alex Sibley from Big Brother struggling to get to
the bleach. The advertisement uses emotional appeal to influence young women who value strong qualities in
a man. The two appear to in love. Most people depict beauty as being tall, skinny, and naturally beautiful
without makeup because this is widespread in all major fashion magazines. The Size of a newspaper advert
significantly influences the success of the campaign. Choose one stage and give 4 products that might be
marketed to them, and a TV show and a magazine that might be used as vehicles for the marketing effort. On
the other hand, the audiences of Shape are mostly young women who are interested in reducing their weights
or shaping up. These things, plus the message that they convey, are important factors that make the product
sell.


